
NQRA 1     Shot Count  2690   Addendum to the Detailed Test Result Report

Since the testing report was completed shot counts for all of the 
NQRA targets have become available together with photos of the 
target backs.

These targets are unique.  They are used as a set, so all have 
experienced the same proportion of shots at different distances 
with no segregation of the shooting classes. They are used mainly 
at 600, 700, 800, and 900 metres with 500 metres shot very 
infrequently, and the shooters are roughly a 50 -50 mix of Target 
Rifle and F Class.   They show a clear correlation between shot 
counts and damage.  About two thirds of all shots are fired at 800 
or 900m  (900 – 1000y) on the NQRA targets.  

Testing was done on only three of these targets which unfortunately 
turned out to have similar shot counts so it is not possible to be 
certain of the relationship between target accuracy and visual 
damage to the target backs until further testing has been done with 
advancing shot counts on the same targets.  No shots were lost on 
any target,  including the severely degraded one.

A comparison can be made with the electronic targets at the 
Herberton range that are used at 500, 600, and 700 yards with the 
majority of shooters being F Class.  

The final two photos show the backs of a target from each range 
with almost identical shot counts and the difference is striking, 
highlighting the difference that shooting distance and shooting 
discipline make to target degradation.  Accuracy of the Herberton 
target had degraded significantly and it was refurbished at this 
point with future rebuilds to be done around the 1500 - 2000 shot 
mark. The timing will be decided on the basis of back appearance 
rather than shot count.

On the basis of the work done to date visual target damage may be 
the best indicator of accuracy loss on electronic targets however it 
needs to be backed up by limited but rigorous testing.



NQRA 3     Shot Count  2699NQRA 2     Shot Count  2812



NQRA 4    Shot Count   2619 NQRA 5    Shot Count   2583

NQRA 6    Shot Count   2938 NQRA 7   Shot Count  2897



NQRA 8   Shot Count    2965

Unfortunately no photo of the TMRC 1 
target back is available but it was very 
severely degraded with the centre 
completely shot out. 
It was possible to see through from front 
to back

TMRC 1    Shot Count   8985



NQRA 2   Shot Count 2812 Herberton T1  Shot Count 2830

          
           Comparison showing why Shot Count may be misleading.

                   It MUST be related to Shooting Style and Distances.

Over two thirds of all shots were fired at 800 or 900m  (900 – 1000y) .  500, 600, and 700 yards with the majority of shooters being F Class.
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